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About This Game

Smile'N'Slide is a fun and colorful game about a little dude who loves to play the ape in his day-to-day life by sliding on inclined
surfaces. Overcome obstacles to reach the sliding surface, jump from one platform to another in search of the best combination

of moves to earn as many points as possible. Time works against you, but high speed can spell danger. Only the most skillful
players will cope with the task of looking after this little guy!

Getting to the finish line is NOT enough - the most important thing is to gain a lot of slide points!

 Features:

 Jumping, rotating and accelerating to get precious slide points.

 A cheerful and positive atmosphere of the surrounding world.

 Compelling pop-punk accompanying music.

 Funny and immediate emotions of our hero.
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Title: Smile'N'Slide
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Dual Core 3.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2 GB Memory) or equivalent discrete card (INTEGRATED CARDS WILL NOT
WORK)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 800 MB available space
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Dont listen to salty people with 0.2 hours on record. In order to learn control you need at least half hour or more.
It took me 1.7 hours to reach third level.
Because of high difficulty and level desing that make game orginal and will make you spend hours for each level (before nerf),
but at the end there will be a glorius feeling like beating boss in Dark Soul (im first person who beat game if we dont count
developer)
Graphic and animation fit game perfect.
Overall game is just amazing that is hard to belive price is so low
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